
Founded in 2010, Mixed Up Clothing is a multiethnic children’s clothing line 
inspired by the textiles, cultures and people of the world, to develop friendships 
through fabrics. Mixed Up Clothing is an ethnic-inspired baby/children’s fashion 
line that celebrates diversity and inclusion. The textiles, fabrics, and 
embellishments from all over the world inspire your mini global citizen to 
embrace and appreciate the beauty of the 21st Century’s Americana family. 

 

Mixed Up Clothing          

 Mixed Up Clothing, Inc. 
704 S. Spring St. Ste #201 

Los Angeles, CA 90014 
www.mixedupclothing.com 

sales@mixedupclothing.com 

(818)272-9151            

Brand Rep. Application 
Brand Rep. 
Brand supporters are willing to help us with traditional forms of promotions: social media posts, blog posts, 
reposting of our promos, pictures & flyers as needed. 

1. NAME: 
2. DATE OF BIRTH: 
3. AGE: 
4. SIZE: 
5. PARENT NAME: 
6. ADDRESS: 
7. PHONE: 
8. EMAIL ADDRESS: 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA: 
9. INSTAGRAM HANDLE:                                                                                   # of followers:  
10. FACEBOOK PAGE:                                                                                        # of followers: 
11. TWITTER HANDLE:                                                                                      # of followers: 
12. PINTEREST:                                                                                                   # of followers: 
13. Model represented by: 
14. Other brands I rep. : 
15. I understand that as a brand rep., I will: 

A) Follow Mixed Up Clothing our social media sites: 
www.facebook.com/mixedupclothing 
www.twitter.com/mixedupclothing 
www.instagram.com/mixedupclothing 
www.pinterest.com/mixedupclothing 

B)  Receive visibility as a brand rep and/or model on our social media sites and for other marketing purposes. 
C) Receive newsletters and/or emails in order to remain aware of current news and have access to new product    

sneak previews and updates. 
D)  Receive personal deep discounts and incentives on personal purchases.  

  E) Receive a private code to give to my readers, followers, friends and family.  The more they shop, the more I may 
receive. 

F) Notify Mixed Up Clothing in a timely manner if I have a photo shoot, red carpet event or appearance that I would 
like Mixed Up Clothing to be a part of. 

  G) Help spread the word about Mixed Up Clothing and our products by tagging us and sharing our line with your 
friends/family/followers. 

 

Signature:                                                     Date: 

mailto:sales@mixedupclothing.com
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